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Introduction
 As the second decade of the 21st century approaches, China has been in the 
spotlight among academics, media, businesses, and politics. The book, When China 
Rules the World: The End of the Western World and the Birth of a New Global 
Order by Martin Jacques, represents an excellent example.3 From the book title, 
one can assume what Jacques discusses in his book. Sound familiar? Yes, this is 
déjà vu all over again. About three decades ago, the book, Japan as Number One: 
Lessons for America by Ezra Vogel,4 also discusses Japan, addressing how it was 
going to overtake the United States. Vogel’s expression – Japan as number one 
– became a famous phrase in contemporary Japanese history describing Japan’s 
economic superpower during its heyday. Furthermore, since the 1980s some naïve 
scholars called Japan Pax Nipponica,5 expecting that Japan would dominate the 
“Pacific Century” in the 21st century.6 Recently, a similar term -- “Asian Century,” 
referred to an irreversible political and economic shift from the global power 
from West to East (i.e., from the US to China), coined by a scholar in Europe.7 
Yet, the “Pacific Century” is no longer a credible reality for Japan. Unfortunately, 
Japan’s phenomenon is lasted only decades, basically disappearing from the front 
page of media attention, as well as, fervent discussions among political leaders, 
academic cycles, and business communities. As the financial and economic crises 
have loomed, Japan is no longer viewed as a model to be followed, respected, and 
appreciated. What happened inside Japanese politics? How did Japan slip from 
“number one” to number “nothing?” Why did the Japanese take so long to change 
the regime in the 2009 election? What can China learn from Japan’s experiences? 
This paper analyzes contemporary Japanese politics, especially political reforms 
since the 1980s, which ultimately lead to the end of Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) 8 
domination. After more than 20 years of the bursting of the Japanese bubble 
economy, to change and to reform LDP, is too difficult, too little, and too late. In 
addition to the incomplete series of reforms and the ill-fated domestic policies 
implemented by political leaders, the never-ending corruption scandal cycle 
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within LDP, the stubbornness of elite businessmen, and the inflexibility of the top 
bureaucrats, have completely resulted in losing the trust and faith of the Japanese 
voters in the 2009 election. 

Laodicean9 Politics in Japan
 Some Diet members have called the 45th House of Representatives (Lower 
House) election on 30 August 2009 the Muketsu Kakumei ( 無 血 革 命 ), a peaceful 
revolution,10 a rarity in contemporary Japanese history (Table 1). The stunning upset 
victory by the Democratic Party of Japan (DPJ) in the 2009 election defeated nearly 
60 percent of LDP incumbents lost their seats including a former prime minister.11 
Prior to the Lower House election, some people predicted that the LDP might lose 
the coming 2009 election,12 but no one predicted how many members of the LDP 
would be defeated in the election. There were too many reasons for the LDP to lose 
the election and too many reasons for the DPJ to win the election. Among them, 
laodicen politics was certainly one major cause for voters to overthrow the old 
regime. 
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Laodicean Politics
 In the 20th century, the theories of laodicean politics have been studied by 
two well-known American scientists: David Riesman (1909-2002) and Harold Dwight 
Lasswell (1902-1978). On the one hand, Riesman’s approach often refers to two 
groups of people: traditional style and modern style, expressing voting behaviors 
of their laodicean politics.13 The Japanese can be characterized the later group. On 
the other hand, Lasswell’s theory indicates three types of personalities present in 
laodicean politics,14 with some combination of Riesman’s approaches. Traditionally, 
laodicean politics or apathy has been a hostilely treated negative in politics for 
years. Often those who are not interested in politics, are illustrated as a marginal 
group holding a pessimistic view of democracy with lower education backgrounds.15 
Yet, as discussed below the traditional stereotype of laodicean politics do not apply 
to Japanese voters. 
 Distrust of politics has dramatically risen; laodicean politics in Japan is nothing 
new. Over the last 20 years, poll after the poll,16 Japanese distrust of politics 
increased year after year. In a 1998 survey, Japanese distrust in politics was 75 
percent, much higher than those of the British, 30 percent, and American, 32 
percent.17 For the Japanese voters, “money politics” is the top reason for distrusting 
politicians.18 According to the Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications, 
even in the latest public opinion poll of young people,19 age 16-29, approximately 
76.6 percent do not trust the Japanese Diet, approximately 73.7 percent distrust 
political parties, about 66.4 percent distrust the media, and about 59.4 percent 
distrust the central government. Moreover, in a political awareness poll held by the 
Asahi Shimbun in March 2010, about 63 percent voters expected once again that 
the “re-organization of politics,” meant further creation of the new political parties.20 
In other words, many voters expected further instability of politics. One reasons that 
Japanese demonstrated the highest level of distrust politics among the three nations 
survey (indicated in the above), according to the expert, was that Japan lacks 
political change or a changing regime.21 For people in Japan, no matter how the 
Japanese voted, the political system seemed to stay the same; the LDP dominated 
Japanese politics since WWII.22 This long period of LDP domination made the voters 
apathetic to Japanese politics. As a result, prior to the 2009 election, few Japanese 
voters believed that their vote had the power to change their government and their 
own future. 
 Some experts have stressed the end of the domination by the LDP in 1993,23 
but the 1993 change was not from the voice of the Japanese constituency, but 
rather from the power struggle among Japanese politicians themselves.24 The 2009 
change is completely different from the previous one in 1993; this time change 
is the voice of democracy, power of freedom, and the tsunami-like anger of the 
Japanese people. Since the Meiji Restoration in 1868, the Japanese had united 
together and had been tolerant of the imperial regime in order to achieve national 
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slogans -- “learning from the West” and “catching up with the West.” Under the 
Meiji government, those who paid taxes and were male had the right to go to the 
polling station; the majority of Japanese, including females were kept outside the 
polls.25 After Japan lost the war in 1945, the new constitution drafted by American 
scholars, provided for fundamental democracy and freedom for all Japanese voters 
including females. Yet, the legacy of the old politics, meaning the root of the 
LDP since the Meiji era, had continued to grow and expand after WWII. The LDP 
with its majority in parliament became one of the longest one-party-ruling among 
industrial countries.26 It is not an exaggeration to state that the Japanese voters, for 
the first time in Japanese history, have created real political change in the August 
2009 election. The Japanese have completely changed the political landscape by 
themselves for the first time in Japanese history.27 No wonder Okada Katsuya, the 
Foreign Minister, asked the Imperial Household Agency if the Japanese Emperor 
Akihito should change his opening statement in the Japanese Diet session in 
October to reflect these changes. The peaceful revolution shocked the world!28

Power from Mutoha-so
 Frustration rose among voters as the result of rigid politics (i.e., LDP 
domination), a stagnated economy, and unchanged culture in the central 
government. Some experts have stated that Japanese politics will never change.29 
However, the Japanese voter trends have changed dramatically since the burst of 
the bubble in 1990. The emergence of a huge group of voters, claiming to endorse 
no political party and considering themselves unaligned with any political parties, 
has emerged in a relatively short period of time. In the Japanese language, those 
who do not belong in a particular party, have been called Mutoha-so ( 無 党 派 層 ) 
or Seito Shiji nashi ( 政 党 支 持 な し ) [Endorse no political party], independent or 
unaffiliated voters, and were the swing voters in the last few elections, including 
the winning election by the Koizumi-led LDP in 2005.30 In Japanese politics, 
independent or unaffiliated voters do not indicate voters who do not support any 
political parties at all. Rather, Mutoha-so will frequently shift their endorsement 
among political parties, depending on the circumstances.31 About 70 percent of the 
voters (in the period 1993-1996) who claimed to be unaffiliated voters,32 and about 
35 million voters (in 2000) who belonged to Mutoha-so, endorsed political parties.33 
A large number of voters switched their LDP loyalty not to another party but to non-
affiliation (Figure 1). The latest poll by Yomiuri Shimbun, released on 5 April 2010, 
showed nearly half of Japan’s voters who did not support any political parties.34 
 Prior to the 2009 elections, Yomiuri Shimbun conducted 6 polls between 
October 2008 and June 2009. Overall, three out six surveys indicate that more than 
60 percent of voters were willing to giving DPJ a chance to rule Japan (Table 2). 
Especially, five surveys showed that Mutoha-so supporters hoped DPJ would control 
the power in the Diet.35 Even among LDP supporters, an average of 40 percent of 
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the people were willing to give DPJ an opportunity to govern Japan (Table 2). 

 The first indication of independent voter behavior was the 1995 gubernatorial 
elections of Japan’s two largest cities: Osaka and Tokyo. An actor, Aoshima Yukio, 
and a comedian, Yokoyama Nokku, who ran without the backing of any political 
party, won the gubernatorial races in both Tokyo and Osaka respectively. After 
the 1995 races, the movement of independent voters continued to play a crucial 
role as well as the swing voters in the gubernatorial elections of other major cities. 
In the 1999 gubernatorial election of Tokyo again, Ishihara Shintaro, who drew 
support from the independent voters, won the election by defeating candidates 
backed by the LDP and the DPJ. In 2000, Tanaka Yasuo, a writer, supported by 
the independent voters, won the gubernatorial race in Nagano Prefecture where 
former officials from the prefectural government had held the governor post for 40 
years. Similarly, without the backing of a party, a female candidate Domoto Akiko, 
who drew a majority of independent voters, won the 2001 gubernatorial election 
in Chiba Prefecture, next to Tokyo. She defeated other candidates, including one 
supported by the LDP. Even in the national elections, the independent voters might 
have influenced the election results for the House of Councilors (Upper House) in 
1995 and in 1998, as well as the House of Representatives in 2000.  
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 As time approached the end of the twentieth century, two major developments 
occurred inside Japan. One was political change: various factions within the LDP 
fought each other. In 1993, these fights eventually led to splitting the party and 
ending the domination of the LDP, or one–party rule. A total of forty-six defectors 
from the LDP caused an end to the one-party-domination in place for 38 years.36 
The other was economic change: the bubble economy finally collapsed in the 
1990s, remaining stagnated even today.37 The two changes coincided with Japanese 
politics.38 In the 1980s, Japan whose national slogan had been “catch up with 
the West” since the Meiji restoration finally achieved its national goal of being 
the second economic superpower in the world; Japan seemed to fit the image of 
the Pacific Century. Yet, Japan lost a golden opportunity to become the “Pacific 
Century.” After the bubble economy collapsed, successive governments led by LDP 
cascaded enormous amounts of cash into large infrastructure projects in an attempt 
to generate economic growth. These efforts by politicians produced few positive 
results; however, the escalation of Japan’s fiscal crisis worsened, reaching nearly 
200 percent of GDP by the 2010 budget.39   

Peaceful Revolution
 As the DPJ won the election in the Upper House in the summer of 2007, 
a group of scholars from Waseda University,40 along with the Yomiuri Shimbun 
Public Opinion Survey Department, prepared for a joint project, which predicted 
that political change might occur in the 2009 Lower House election. A few factors 
lead to the LDP lose and DPJ’s win the 2009 election. First, while DPJ increased 
in power since the Hatoyama brothers founded the party in 1996,41 the LDP has 
continued to lose support and faith among voters. During this century, three Lower 
House elections were carried out. As the Table 1 indicates, DPJ received about 
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64.2 percent of the seats in the Diet during the 2009 Lower House election. Except 
for the 2005 election,42 the DPJ has constantly doubled its seats from 177 seats 
to 308 seats (Table 1). Meanwhile, the LDP has not gained new support since the 
21st century (Table 3). In order to control the Diet, since 2000 the LDP started to 
cooperate with New Komeito (Buddhist Party). On the surface, the LDP increased its 
supporters during the elections in table 3 (i.e., see voter numbers: LDP-n). However, 
the fact of the matter is that members from the religious group Komeito had kept 
the LDP in power for ten years because the religious group had voted for members 
of LDP. In fact, the LDP had not increased its supporters and remained at the 20 
million level (Table 3). By contrary, DPJ had constantly increased its supporters 
from 6 million in 1996, and doubled it by 2003. By the 2005 election, DPJ received 
nearly 25 million votes, increasing more than four times their support during the 
10-year period (Table 3). In other words, by 2005, DPJ had controlled Japanese 
politics, but the religious group Komeito had helped the LDP to survive in power. 
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 Second, Japanese conservatives had begun to abandon the LDP. In Figure 2, 
the absolute vote received by the LDP since the economic burst in the 1990s, had 
declined dramatically as the four major conservative groups, including Nippon 
Izokukai [The Japan War-Bereaved Association], Nihon Ishikai [The Japan Medical 
Association], JAC [Japan Agricultural Cooperatives], and others, had decreased 
their support for LDP. These conservative groups had been the core voters for LDP’s 
power since WWII. Once the core-base of the LDP diminished, there was almost no 
chance for LDP to sustain its power during the 2009 election. 

 Third, why did it all go wrong for the LDP in the 2009 election? The LDP has 
never figured out how to win over these increasingly influential Mutoha-so group 
voters. As Figure 1 indicated, Mutoha-so once again became the swing vote for the 
2009 election. Ironically, as the stagnated economy started in the 1990s, more LDP 
supporters had reluctantly put their faith in the LDP. These voters had shifted into 
Mutoha-so bloc. Interestingly, the Japanese independent voters are different from 
those who have traditionally been treated as apathetic in politics. In Japan, those 
who claim their Mutoha-so, are relatively young, live in urban cities, and have 
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higher educational backgrounds.43 Around 1993-1994, the line of the supporters 
of the LDP, according to the Figure 1, and the line of the Mutoha-so group crossed 
each other. During this period, political instability occurred in Japanese politics 
because of the ephemeral administrations that appeared in Japanese politics such as 
the Hosokawa cabinet (less than one year) and Hata administration (just over two-
months). These factors might have influenced voters’ behaviors, meaning political 
change might be possible in Japan. However, the leaders in the LDP misunderstood, 
misinterpreted, and misjudged the movement of the independent voters for years.44 

The Japanese Disease
 The word, the British disease, refers to when the United Kingdom lost political 
confidence on the world stage, the economic competitiveness in global market, 
and the faith of the British toward their government. When Margaret Thatcher 
took the office, the British disease deeply spread over the country. Thatcher’s 
policy marked a significant step toward conservative supply-side economics, 
privatization, corporate rationalization, and regulatory liberalization, and the 
departure from Keynesian liberalism.45 After managing the British disease to carry 
out many economic reforms (e.g., financial “Big Bang” ) and political calculation 
(e.g., Falkland War against Argentina) by the “Iron Lady,” the British enjoyed an 
economic boom in 1987-1988 due to the British disease, and Thatcher served three 
terms of the prime minister.46  

Japanese disease?
 People might wonder why the voters in Japan took so long to change their 
regime even though people expressed distrust and laodicean politics for decades? In 
Japan, the political structure nexus between the complexity of the society and the 
movement of the voters’ behaviors, have made the system difficult to understand. 
The burst of the economic bubble has deeply haunted the society as demonstrated 
by a lackluster economy, bottomless deflation, growing bankruptcies, rising 
unemployment, declining income, and the fragile banking system. The 1990s for 
Japan have been referred to as a “lost decade” and called as a “lost two decades” 
by the media in 2009.47 Today, it is not appropriate to refer to Japan as using the 
terms “lost decade” or “lost two decades” anymore. The fact of the matter is that 
the Japanese disease has not been cured at all, but is rooted inside Japan since the 
1990s. Since Japan seemed to flounder without a clear, long-term strategic national 
vision, scrambling to cope with the long recession after the bust of the bubble 
economy, the Japanese disease, adding traditional Japanese problems, such as an 
aging population and poor social safety net, has covered the political landscape with 
high unemployment, a stagnated economy, languishing stock market, and soaring 
dissatisfaction of the government. The reality of Japan is indicated in the following 
data. On 29 December 1989, according to the data from the Bank of Japan, the 
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Japanese stock market reached its peak at 38,915.87, down to the lowest 7,162.90 
on 27 October 2008, and today (by March 2010) around 10,824.70, just less one 
third of the bubble peak. The unemployment rate in 1990 was just 2.1 percent, 
reaching 5.4 percent in 2003, and 4.9 percent today (by January 2010), according 
to Minister of Internal Affairs and Communications. Regarding economic growth, 
the average was near double-digits in the 1960s; according to cabinet office, the 
average reached about 4 percent during the two oil shocks between 1970 and 1979. 
After the burst of the bubble of economy (1992-2009), the average economic growth 
has been around 1.0 percent. There is not an end to the dark-tunnel of the Japanese 
disease at the present time. 

-- To be continued –
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